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team members understand that nothing is impossible. It’s a revolutionary
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is the manual. Rowan Gibson’s Four Lenses of Innovation opens the
door to understanding innovation. It enables you to develop and nourish
big ideas, and put them into practical applications. What an exciting
journey!”
John and Doris Naisbitt, authors of China’s Megatrends and The
Global Game Change

“Rowan Gibson provides an insightful look at innovation—enabling the
reader to look at the world through new lenses of discovery. This is an
excellent piece of work for practitioners and organizations who seek to
have innovation as part of their DNA.”
Camille Mirshokrai, Managing Director of Leadership Development,
and Partner, Accenture

“The Four Lenses of Innovation is a wonderful book—full of inspiring
examples and practical advice, it is bound to become a reference book
for innovators all around the world. Rowan Gibson has produced another
gem on innovation!”
Costas Markides, Professor of Strategy and Entrepreneurship;
Robert P Bauman Chair in Strategic Leadership, London
Business School

“This book is a must-read for anyone who wants to look beyond
mediocre, status quo ideas. At Mars Inc., I use the Four Lenses to help

“Rowan Gibson’s The Four Lenses of Innovation will inspire you to think
big, look afresh at the challenges you face, and take bold action to
change the world. I heartily recommend it.”
Robert B. Tucker, author of Driving Growth Through Innovation

“The Four Lenses of Innovation offers leaders and their teams simply
the most understandable and practical tool for catalyzing enterprisewide innovation. It removes the mystery from the innovation process,
providing a common language, system, and structure for spotting and
capturing opportunities for radical change.”
Jim Darroch, Vice President, Global Fulfilment, CMMSG
Division, Foxconn

“Rowan Gibson shows us how to unlock the potential of innovation. With
this book and the four lenses methodology, he encompasses the key
perspectives that will help you take a more effective approach to your
business challenges, harness new trends, open up new opportunities,
and anticipate customer needs.”
Markus Durstewitz, Head of Innovation Methods and Tools, Airbus

“The Four Lenses of Innovation will help you kindle the innovation energy
within your company. The book, like the methodology itself, is both
inspiring and practical. We use the Four Lenses as our main framework
for looking at the world in an innovative way.”
Felipe González Soto, Innovation Management Director,
Cementos Argos
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Innovators understand change. They welcome it rather than

SEEING THE

FUTURE
IN THE PRESENT

trying to resist it. Somehow they know how to make change
work for them rather than against them. They have the skills
that enable them to turn discontinuity into opportunity.
It’s not that innovators are better at trend forecasting or scenario planning. They are not futurists. They don’t have any
proprietary data about “the next big thing,” and they are not
very interested in making long-term predictions. It’s just that
they seem to have a knack for recognizing and harnessing
the potential of things that are already changing, where others do not. To paraphrase Martha Graham, “No innovator is
ahead of his time. He is his time. It is just that others are
behind the times.”
Did Amazon know something about the future of retail that
Walmart didn’t? Did Apple know something about the future
of mobile telephony that Nokia or Motorola didn’t? Did
Netflix know something about the future of movie rental that
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Blockbuster didn’t? Everything that needed to be known to
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revolutionize these industries was already known by both
the pioneers and the laggards. All the data was out there in
the public domain. The difference is that the industry challengers saw an opportunity to use the power of change to
their own advantage, while the incumbents either underestimated or ignored critical trends until it was too late to
catch up.

In his book Mind Set! Reset Your Thinking and See the Future,

changes taking place in the landscape. They pay attention

John Naisbitt—who has spent decades successfully studying

to a much broader range of inputs. They show more acute

emerging trends—astutely noted that “the future is embed-

interest in what is going on in the world around them. They

ded in the present.” Similarly, novelist William Gibson once

are sensitive and alert to the kinds of trends that—if scaled

remarked in a radio interview that “the future is already here—

up—could profoundly impact the future, or that could enable

it’s just not evenly distributed.” Innovators intuitively get this.

them to drive significant industry change.

38

39

Their ability to imagine what’s next comes from their keen
awareness and understanding of what is happening now.

Innovators are not just better at picking up the signals. They

They look at the same panorama of information as everyone

are better at reading them. Their accurate powers of obser-

else, but they see more, and they see things differently. Just

vation are matched by exceptional powers of reflection. They

as an eagle can reportedly spot a rabbit moving in the grass-

have a deep curiosity that makes them wonder where some

land 2 miles (3.2 km) away, or spy a fish swimming under the

nascent development might eventually lead, how it could

rippling surface of the water from a great height above, radical

potentially alter the current rules of competition, what kind

innovators tend to have a wider field of view and an amazing

of new value it might create for customers, or what would

sharp-sightedness, allowing them to perceive even minimal

possibly happen if this trend intersected with others. They
take the same basic information that is openly available to
everyone else, but they construct out of it a clear, compelling,
of change to shape the future. Most importantly, they act on
this vision before others do, usually because their rivals are

HARNESSING

TRENDS

still denying or discounting the importance of these change
factors. As Harvard professor and philosopher Willard Van
Orman Quine once put it, “One man’s observation is another
man’s closed book or flight of fancy.”40

“The future will be influenced by trends that
are now existent and observable.”41
Emily Greene Balch

Looking through the Four Lenses

and unique vision about how they could use the momentum
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A global

change

mobile phone market looked like a no-brainer. Just 10 years

bomb

later the great Eastman Kodak company was bankrupt, and

Whether we like it or not, “shift happens.” The pace of

ago. Back then, there was no such thing as Facebook,

change has gone hypercritical. Think about how much dif-

Twitter, or LinkedIn, and China had never heard of Qzone

ference a decade makes. If we turn back the clock to 1997,

or Tencent Weibo. Nobody used their mobile phones for

for instance, most of us were probably just getting our first

social networking activities other than sending friends short

simple cell phones, Google didn’t yet exist, and Apple was

messages, or conversing in chat rooms, or of course tele-

so down on its luck that Steve Jobs was begging arch-

phone calls. But how quickly things changed. Ten years later,

nemesis Microsoft for a bailout. Ten years later, we had sexy

Facebook had well over a billion users, Twitter nearly 646

and sophisticated iPhones in our pockets, Google was one

million users, LinkedIn 225 million users, Qzone 712 mil-

of the top 10 biggest companies by market cap, and Apple

lion users, and Weibo 507 million users. And thanks to the

was the most valuable computer maker in the world.

advent of 3G, camera phones, mobile data services, apps,

what was left of Nokia’s once-giant phone business was sold
to Microsoft for the bargain basement sum of just $7 billion.
Remember the days before social media? Again, let’s go
back to the beginning of 2003, which wasn’t a million years
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widgets, media sharing, location software, and more recently
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When Antonio Pérez became CEO of Eastman Kodak in 2005,

4G, social media has become by far the main driver of mobile

the company’s market cap stood at over $9 billion42 and its

Internet usage all over the world. Hundreds of millions of peo-

future in a new era of digital photography looked bright. In

ple can now no longer imagine their lives without their daily

fact, at the time, Kodak was the best-selling brand of digital

dose of information exchange, content sharing, community

cameras in the United States.43 Over in Finland, Jorma Ollila,

interaction, and self-expression on their favorite social media

chairman and CEO of Nokia, was also looking forward to the

sites, either via computer, tablet, or smartphone.

years ahead. With a market cap of over $98 billion,44 a global
market share of close to 40 percent, and a brand new range of

When Apple’s App Store officially opened in July 2008, Steve

products ready to launch, Nokia’s continued domination of the

Jobs proudly told USA Today that it already offered 500

downloadable applications for the iPhone.45 Today, there are
well over a million apps available on the store. Less than five
years after its launch, Apple announced that the App Store
had just had its 50 billionth download. At the time, customers were downloading more than 800 apps per second, and
over 2 billion apps per month.46 Nothing has ever accelerated
so rapidly in the history of humanity. Think about your own
business. How much has it changed over the last decade?
How much is it likely to change in the next 10 years? Is there
any company or industry on earth today that can realistically
expect the future to be a linear extrapolation of the past? The
fact is that linearity and predictability no longer exist. These
concepts are outdated. They are an artificial and misleading way of viewing the world. Change is increasingly nonlinear, discontinuous, and unpredictable, which is why the
future is becoming less and less like the past, and less like
prises, as somebody somewhere adds a little more change
to the world, which interacts with all the other changes taking place in countless domains so that the whole effect is
cumulative. Think of it as a global “change bomb.” The more
networked and interconnected we all are, the more each individual change inspires, enables, builds upon, and collides
with other changes, so that everything gets multiplied in a
giant, self-propagating chain reaction. That’s why the rate
of change has become exponential, and why the impact of
change has become so explosive.

Looking through the Four Lenses

we expected it to be. Every day we seem to get new sur-
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The race for tomorrow
Once we accept that the future is going to be a series of dis-

and business models. One of the fundamental lessons of our

continuities, some of them with potentially disruptive con-

times is that business success is increasingly transient; it must

sequences, it becomes clear that we need to alter our per-

be rapidly and incessantly renewed if it is to be sustained.

spective toward the dynamics of whatever business we are
in. Instead of viewing change as a constantly irritating and

Many senior executives, if they are honest, would admit that

threatening aberration from the way things are supposed to

they are currently more concerned with internal organizational

be, we need to start embracing this endless stream of aber-

issues than they are with the maelstrom of change happen-

rations as the new norm. In fact, we have to realize that the

ing in the external environment. Their eyeballs are predomi-

only way to ensure the continuity of a company over time is to

nantly focused inward rather than outward. Of course, there’s

make certain it is changing as fast as the world is changing.

nothing wrong with trying to optimize a company’s operational
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effectiveness. Indeed, it’s an absolute must for staying in the
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Jack Welch, the illustrious ex-CEO of GE, once remarked, “If

game. The problem starts when leaders are so preoccupied

the rate of change on the outside exceeds the rate of change

with making improvements to today’s business that they fail

on the inside, the end is near.” This is a message every organi-

to notice the discontinuities that could fundamentally reinvent

zation should take to heart. There is a pressing need for accel-

their business tomorrow. They need to make sure they are

eration, not just in the pace at which we generally do business,

also devoting enough time, energy, and bandwidth to learn-

but in the pace at which we develop foresight about the future

ing about the evolution of their industry, the rapidly chang-

and then use that foresight to adapt and evolve our corpora-

ing competitive landscape, and the emerging needs of their

tions. We need to speed up our efforts to understand the por-

customers. They should be thinking deeply about the implica-

tent of discontinuous change, as well as our efforts to harness

tions of incipient trends and technologies, and about how their

the power of that change in our products, services, strategies,

industry might be fundamentally different 10 years from now.

47

Admittedly, it is not at all easy to keep up with and even

office door and sit there in denial, immersing yourself in run-

ahead of the change curve. For a start, exactly which change

ning the business as it is today, and trusting that the future will

curve are we talking about? There is just so much happen-

take care of itself. But we could compare this to having a few

ing simultaneously in so many spheres. In addition to trends

glasses of whisky each evening to help you cope with your

specific to any given industry, deep changes are also tak-

troubles. You know deep down that those problems are not

behavior, demographics, economics, regulation, sustainability, geopolitics, the continuous churning of competitors and
collaborators in the market, and a wide range of other fields.
Any one of these trends may one day trigger a radical departure from the way things are now, so we need to make sure
that all of them are on the management radar screen. But
staying abreast of so many changes can make companies

really solved—in fact they might be getting worse—but you
temporarily feel better about them because you have drugged
yourself into ignoring them. Likewise, too many organizations
have allowed themselves to get addicted to short-term, quarter-to-quarter objectives and internal issues while they ignore
the drivers of external change that could potentially reshape
their future. It’s as if they hope that revolutionary trends—and
perhaps any disruptive pioneers that are already harnessing
them—will somehow just go away.

feel like they are running full speed ahead in all directions. It’s
like being stretched apart on a torture rack!
Most businesspeople shy away from the hard intellectual work
involved in synthesizing a proprietary vision of the future out of
all this disparate data. It can be extremely discomforting and
time-consuming to try to make strategic sense out of so much

“Innovation is a continuum. You have to
think about how the world is transforming and evolving. Are you part of the
continuum?”48
Marc Benioff, Founder and CEO, Salesforce.com

Looking through the Four Lenses

ing place in technologies, lifestyles, work styles, consumer

apparent chaos. Frankly, it’s much easier to simply close your
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“Lots of companies don’t succeed over
time. What do they fundamentally do
wrong? They usually miss the future.”
Larry Page, CEO Google
Getting off that drug—tearing down the mental façade that

change factors might be utilized to create new value for

business as usual will be sufficient, and that current priorities

your customers and to grow new sources of profit for your

are more urgent and important than future ones—is quite a

company—before your rivals beat you to it. Truly innovative

challenge. And often it takes a crisis to produce a change of

companies are always trying to imagine whether particular

mind-set. At some point a serious threat comes along that

trends, or clusters of trends, might open up significant new

creates a strong sense of urgency inside the company—a

growth opportunities in the future, and then they move fast to

sense that future success is no longer inevitable—and peo-

acquire the skills and assets that will enable them to capture

ple finally begin to sit up and take notice. Sadly, when a com-

the maximum share of those opportunities.

pany reaches this point it can already be too late for the deep
strategic realignment or organizational transformation that

In many ways, innovation is “a race to the future,” as C. K.

may be necessary to avoid disaster.

Prahalad, the renowned thought leader on business strat-
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egy, once put it.49 And the only way to get to the future
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That’s why it’s far better to build a system right now for con-

before the competition is by working hard to develop a bet-

tinuously spotting and anticipating the driving forces that are

ter understanding about how things are changing, planning

most likely to impact the future of your industry, or which

the appropriate strategic response, and then doing what-

could be harnessed to gain a strategic advantage over your

ever it takes to quickly close the gap between today and

competitors. You need to get busy figuring out how these

tomorrow.

Artificial intelligence. Augmented reality. Cars and trucks that drive themselves.
Wearable computers and embeddable implants. Aerial drones that can deliver
things to our doorsteps. For many of us, the future has arrived perhaps earlier than
expected. We now have paper-thin, flexible smartphones, 3D printers for the home,
“Iron Man”-like exoskeleton suits, high-performance electric cars, virtual supermarkets, smart thermostats and smoke detectors that learn our behaviors, speech
recognition software for controlling our devices, apps for almost everything, social
television, 3D holographic displays, wireless electricity, the “Internet of Things,”
deep data mining, humanoid robots, engineered stem cells, self-diagnostic medicine, biomaterials—and the list gets more astounding every day. This is no longer

Yet all of these technological breakthroughs started out as

they hit an inflection point where they began to quickly gain

small, relatively insignificant developments that few people

acceptance and momentum, and to have an impact on our

took seriously and most didn’t even notice. For quite some

collective consciousness. From there, it’s usually not much

time they remained out there on the fringe, with their propo-

of a leap before something goes completely mainstream.

nents perhaps viewed as a little wacky, until all of a sudden
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the stuff of science fiction. It’s the shape of things that are already here.
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Learning to ride the

Just as a literal tsunami can cause untold physical damage, these tsunamis of change can be devastating for particular industries and their incumbent players. The tsunami
for Kodak, for example, was the lightning-fast adoption by

Trends and discontinuities are patterns of change. When they
start out, these patterns may be imperceptible to most people. But innovators begin to notice. They have the foresight
to see things before the curve. They are somehow able to
join the dots before others do. They start to wonder if there is
an incipient trend here, where that trend might lead if it were
to scale up, and how it might intersect with other trends.
Innovators can sense a disruptive discontinuity in the making, and they intuitively know when they are on to something.
Just like venture capitalists, analysts, investors, and people
who run tech accelerators, these visionary innovators know
that success is often a matter of making a bet on the future.
I like to think of innovators as wave riders. They see what

The 4 Lenses of Innovation

others would dismiss as a ripple on the ocean and somehow
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recognize it as an oncoming tsunami of change. Then, with
perfect timing, they find a way to ride that wave before anyone else, attaching their business to the gathering momentum of the change curve, and thus dramatically multiplying
their growth potential. By the time competitors finally wake
up to what is happening—usually when the water is already
flooding into their business model and threatening to sink
it—the innovators are already way out in front.

Gen Y of digital photography (ironically, a technology that the
company invented itself but failed to harness and monetize
in ways that resonated with customers). The tsunami for the
music industry was digital distribution, first in the form of illegal file-sharing services like Napster and The Pirate Bay, and
later with the winning combination of Apple’s iTunes Music
Store and the iPod. The tsunami for Nokia and BlackBerry
was the touchscreen iPhone, with its instant consumer appeal
and almost unlimited ways to add functionality through the
App Store. (Of course, the tsunami for the iPhone today is
Google Android, which is already running on 80 percent of
the world’s smartphones. App downloads from Google’s
Play Store now surpass those for Apple’s App Store.) The
tsunami for Blockbuster was video streaming, with digitalonly services like Amazon Instant, HBO, and Netflix replacing
Main Street movie rental stores almost overnight.
In true tsunami style, these giant waves of change hit an
industry with incredible speed and destructive force. Consider the disruptive impact of Airbnb on the hospitality industry, or the cataclysmic threat to traditional taxi services that
comes from private transportation startups like Uber, Lyft,
and Sidecar.

Looking through the Four Lenses

Every company should
regularly ask itself, “What
will be the tsunami in our
own industry? How can
we make sure we ride that
wave instead of being
washed away by it?”
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Waves of change come in different sizes. Futurist Alvin Toffler

cheap or even free digital games on mobile devices? How

famously described three mega waves in human history—

do you think that touches companies like LEGO, Mattel,

first, agricultural society, then the Industrial Age, and finally

Hasbro, or Playmobil? What if you are a razor blade man-

the Information Age. At an intermediate level, there are tsu-

ufacturer like Gillette, Schick, or Wilkinson Sword and you

namis of change or “tides of history”—major discontinuities

find out that more and more men are choosing to stop shav-

that are impossible to suppress or restrain. Consider techno-

ing daily and grow fashionable facial hair? And what hap-

logical progress. As the nineteenth century gave way to the

pens to the world’s great detergent makers—like Procter &

twentieth, nothing could have realistically stopped electric

Gamble, Colgate-Palmolive, Unilever, and Henkel—as wash-

lighting from replacing gas lighting, or telephony from replac-

ing machines become increasingly efficient and require less

ing the telegraph, or the combustion engine from replacing

and less detergent? No doubt for all of these companies

horse-drawn carriages. In more modern times, we have also

such shifts are seismic.

experienced giant, inexorable waves of change that are still
transforming people’s lives all around the world—including
the Internet, globalization, social media, and mobile communications and computing.
At a lower level, there are waves that represent changes in
popular tastes, habits, fashions, and spending priorities.
Although these waves are smaller by nature, they can still
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have a powerful impact on the industry sectors they affect.
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Think about the general shift in consumer preferences away
from carbonated drinks, fast food, white bread, and packaged foods and cereals (full of fat, salt, and sugar), toward
healthier, freshly prepared, low-carbohydrate or organic
alternatives. How does this influence the business of companies like Coca-Cola, PepsiCo, McDonald’s, General Mills,
Kellogg’s, Nestle, or Kraft Foods? And what about the trend
away from expensive, physical toys and board games toward

As King Canute once demonstrated in the famous legend by

levels of the organization. Or visiting new and out of-the-

placing his throne on the seashore and making a futile effort

ordinary places; eating in new restaurants; following new

to halt the incoming tide, we cannot hope to hold back these

fashions in clothing, music, sport, movies, and theater; get-

unstoppable waves. They are going to happen no matter

ting a close-up view of new technologies; and spending more

what we think or do. So our choice is either to harness them,

time hanging out with teenagers and other people who seem

respond to them, or be overwhelmed by them. As Professor

to have their finger on the pulse of change. Why do so many

Jon Kabat-Zinn once put it, “You can’t stop the waves, but

innovations seem to come out of the world’s coolest cities,

you can learn to surf.”

busiest university campuses, most widely connected online
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networks, and most cutting-edge technology hubs and
If we are going to learn to ride the waves of change, we first

industry clusters? It’s because those are the perfect places

need to develop the ability to spot and recognize emerging

for people with “one foot in the future” to get together, mix

patterns that can reveal where the world—and our busi-

and match ideas and domains, and learn about what’s new

ness—might be or should be going in the future. We need to

and what’s next.

immerse ourselves in what is happening right now by making
sure we stay closely connected with our customers, society,
and the rest of the world, and by keeping our eyes and ears
open at all times. This is not just about reading newspapers,
market research companies or trend forecasters, and attending industry conferences, all which of course have value. It’s
also about going out and personally experiencing things for
yourself—getting a visceral sense of what is going on, rather
than merely an intellectual one.
That means regularly engaging in activities that awaken your
curiosity by exposing yourself to new trends, impressions,
and perspectives. For example, conversing with people from
different industries, demographic groups, geographies, and

“There is a tide in the affairs of men,
which taken at the flood, leads on to
fortune. . . . We must take the current
when it serves, or lose our ventures.”
William Shakespeare

Looking through the Four Lenses

magazines, and blogs from diverse fields, commissioning
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Fast Forward
Fa

Companies

As soon as Internet video streaming technology became mature enough for it to
go mainstream, Reed Hastings, CEO of
Netflix, realized it represented not just
the future of the video rental business
but the future of TV. Shifting its whole business model from
home DVD delivery to video on demand, Netflix went through
a tough time but emerged as a winner. While Blockbuster

To remain the world’s largest sports

Video has disappeared from the scene, Netflix now has more

company, Nike realized years ago that

than 33 million paid subscribers (that’s more than HBO), has

great shoes, great apparel, and a pow-

its own original TV shows (which have received numerous

erful brand image were not enough. The

Emmy nominations and the first ever Emmy award for an

company would also have to catch the

Internet-only TV series), and has redefined video distribution

digital and social media wave. One result was the creation of

and consumption for a new era.

Nike Digital Sport in 2010. This division launched the Nike+
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ecosystem of digital products and experiences—Nike+ iPod
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nano, the Nike+ SportWatch GPS, running and training apps,

Although Starbucks has an enviable

Nike+ Fuelband, Nike+ Basketball, and the Nike+ online

physical presence with its 18,000 stores,

community—for tracking athletic performance and then stor-

much of the company’s innovation takes

ing, analyzing, and sharing the data socially. With sales of

place in the digital arena. To keep up with

fitness wearables increasing 700 percent in 2013, and the

what’s next, Starbucks has launched

industry gearing up for fivefold growth in the next three years,

a slew of technology initiatives—including flirtations with

the company is now integrating its Nike+ API fitness software

Groupon, Square, and the Apple Passbook digital wallet

and Nike Fuel measurement system into wearable devices

service—knowing that some new ideas may fail but oth-

from a host of other manufacturers, making Nike’s digital fit-

ers will create enduring value for customers. The Starbucks

ness apps ubiquitous.

card, for example, which can be reloaded with cash online,
today accounts for 30 percent of in-store revenues. And the
company’s mobile payments app, which enables customers

to make purchases simply by scanning their smartphones,

process “merges big iron with big data” to create one of the

generates over 7 million mobile transactions every week. In

world’s most intelligent production facilities. Now the com-

fact, there are now 35 million monthly visitors to Starbucks

pany is not only bringing this know-how to its clients via the

websites and mobile apps, proving that digital tools are just

GE Global Software Center in San Ramon, California, but it has

as important to people as their lattes.

also launched an incubator to invest in and grow a community
of Industrial Internet startups.

to shift from text to video, social media

Mapping service Waze combined a regu-

sites are getting the picture. In October

lar GPS car navigation system with four

2012, Twitter acquired Vine, a service for

major trends: social media, location-

making and posting six-second looping

based networking, online gaming, and

video clips (described as “the Instagram of video”), which

mobile. Most navigation software only

became the fastest growing app of 2013. Five months later,

provides maps, real-time positioning data, directions to

Facebook unveiled a similar service on Instagram (15-

desired destinations, and journey timing estimates. Waze

second videos) with additional editing tools. With strate-

goes much further by giving its users avatars that appear on

gies like these, both companies made a strong push into the

the map, so drivers can see not only their own location but

social video space, which could be a potential advertising

also the location of other Waze community members. Using

goldmine.

gaming conventions, Waze engages users by offering them
points for reporting traffic conditions and police speed traps,
for “driving over” on-screen icons of cupcakes and other
In recent years, manufacturers have begun

items, and for updating its online maps with new info. These

to talk about the “Industrial Internet”—a

points increase a member’s status in the community. The

phrase first coined by GE. It refers to the

service, which is available as a free app for smartphones, has

integration of industrial machines with

tens of millions of users around the world. It was acquired by

smart networks of sensors and software.

Google in 2013 for $1 billion.

Indeed, GE has pioneered the concept in its own high-tech
battery plant in Schenectady, New York, where the production
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As online content consumption continues
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It’s happening now!
Automobile manufacturers are reframing the car as a smart

are creating their own content on YouTube, while YouTube

mobile device that learns our driving behaviors, monitors our

now lets Nielsen measure online audiences just it has

health and alertness, helps us to park, communicates with

traditionally done with television. Twitter offers brands the

other vehicles to avoid accidents, and eventually will drive

chance to post promoted tweets at the same time as they

itself. Think of it as an iPhone on wheels, with downloadable

run their TV ads, reaching people at the very moment they are

apps, infotainment interfaces, augmented reality displays,

tweeting about a show. Google’s mobile ads are tailored to a

and artificial intelligence, that’s connected to an “information

person’s location, displaying nearby stores, hotels, and other

everywhere” infrastructure—the Internet of cars. Brands like

businesses, and offering a one-click phone icon for instant

Tesla, BMW, Nissan, and Toyota anticipate an increasingly

calls to local advertisers. Facebook provides advertisers

electric future, based on advanced batteries, hybrid motors,

with segmented targeting and helps them build loyalty by

or perhaps even energy-storing body panels. Others are

encouraging a community of customers to engage with the

placing bets on biofuels and hydrogen fuel cells to drive

brand. It’s all about going where today’s audiences are, and

tomorrow’s transportation. And passenger vehicles are only

where they’ll be tomorrow.
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part of the story. For example, the biggest impact of self-
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driving technology will be on commercial fleets—millions of

Video game companies are reinventing their industry as

trucks and delivery vans are expected to become autonomous

consumer preference shifts from expensive, CD-ROM–

in the next one or two decades, saving industries billions

based games on PCs and consoles to cheap or free apps

of dollars on the compensation, payroll taxes, and health-

on tablets and smartphones. It’s not just the console makers

care of professional drivers, not to mention the benefits of

(Sony, Microsoft, and Nintendo) who need to change their

safer roads (robots don’t fall asleep at the wheel!). But it also

game, it’s also the design studios like Electronic Arts and

means the trucker’s roadside diner will be a thing of the past.

Zynga. In recent years, masses of players—and profits—
have been going to companies like Rovio (Angry Birds),

Marketers in every industry are rethinking their strategies

King (Candy Crush Saga), Supercell (Clash of Clans and Hay

for a completely new media landscape, shaped by social

Day), GungHo (Puzzle & Dragons), and Ustwo (Monument

networks, smartphones, tablets, and online video. Big brands

Valley), because these developers understand that mobile is

the new name of the game. As the industry transitions to
mobile platforms, the processors inside handheld devices
are becoming more powerful, so even hardcore gamers can
now enjoy playing on smaller, portable screens. Why sit at
home with a joystick or controller when you can play your
favorite game on the go with just a tap and a finger swipe?
Banks are being transformed by powerful forces that are
challenging the whole notion of what a bank is and what it
does. Sure, some banks are redesigning their branches to
look more like Apple Stores, with touchscreen info displays,
relaxing lounge areas, and espresso machines, and all banks
have shifted a lot of their focus to online and mobile banking.
old days, a bank was essentially the only place you could go
to get reliable financial services. However, if you look in your
wallet today, chances are you have a credit card from an airline,
an auto manufacturer, a large retailer (like Amazon, Walmart,
or Target in the United States, or Tesco in the UK), or perhaps
a major coffeehouse chain like Starbucks. Some of these
institutions (Walmart and Tesco are good examples) already
also offer bank accounts, debit cards, loans, mortgages, and
insurance products, too. Online payments are dominated not
by banks but by digital players like Google Wallet, PayPal,

Looking through the Four Lenses

But the industry changes go much deeper than that. In the

Amazon Payments, Dwolla, and now Apple Pay. In Kenya,
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What are the forces that will
fundamentally transform your own
industry? Are you ready to reimagine
your business from the ground up?

The next big thing for

your business

The billion-dollar question is this: Which wave (or waves) are

increasing momentum—and the new technical possibili-

you and your company riding? What are you actually doing

ties—to drive radical innovation in your industry?

about the disruptive trends and discontinuities that have the
potential to reshape your industry? Are you already harness-

The potential applications of smart watches, smart glasses,

ing the power of change to create exciting new value for cus-

smart wristbands, wearable cameras, and other devices are

tomers, refresh or replace your current business model, stay

almost endless across many different fields—from health

relevant in a hyper-accelerating world, open up completely

care and fitness (which is where a lot of the focus has been

new growth opportunities, and reinvent the competitive rules

so far) to law enforcement, security, education and training,

before somebody else does? Are you figuratively up there on

transportation, construction, engineering, repair and inspec-

the surfboard, with the wind in your hair and the salt water

tion, retail, factory and warehouse management, real estate,

spraying all around you, on the crest of the next big wave?

travel and tourism, gaming, sports, entertainment—and the

Or are you lying on the beach in the sunshine while, out on

list goes on.

toward you at 500 mph?

At its developer conference in March 2014, Google
announced Android Wear—a version of the company’s ubiq-

Let’s consider one of today’s hottest trends—wearable tech-

uitous OS specifically designed for wearables (and oriented

nology—which is projected to be worth at least $70 billion

toward smart watches)—with the killer app being Google

globally by 2024.64 In just the next four years alone, analysts

Now, which brings notifications straight to whichever device

expect sales growth of around 500 percent.65 Major tech

you are wearing at exactly the moment you need them. The

companies like Google, Samsung, Sony, and more recently,

Google Play Store allows you to download a range of dif-

Apple, are putting a lot of focus on this emerging opportu-

ferent apps to your Android-powered wearable, just as you

nity arena. But what implications does this trend have for

do with your smartphone. People are already using Google

your own business? How might you take advantage of the

Glass, for example, to navigate in the city, improve their golf

Looking through the Four Lenses

the ocean, a monstrous, 100-foot-high tsunami is thundering
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swing, perform tasks with their hands while receiving live text

Over the last few years, it has become increasingly common

or video instructions, keep an eye on their heart rate during

to see people wearing smart wristbands, mostly for fitness

exercise sessions, enhance TV viewing by calling up extra

tracking—think Fitbit, Nike+ FuelBand, Jawbone, and the

info while watching a show, take POV pictures and video,

like. Disney has taken the concept one step further with its

livestream what they are seeing to the rest of the world, keep

RFID/Bluetooth-enabled MagicBand, introduced in 2013 at

up to date with the New York Times and CNN, and stay in

the company’s Walt Disney World in Florida. The rubberized

touch socially on Facebook and Twitter. Virgin Airlines has

digital bracelet replaces park entrance tickets, FASTPASSES

tested Google Glass with its airport concierge agents, who

for rides, hotel room keys at Disney resorts, and even your

are able to see a person’s name, flight number, destina-

credit card for making purchases in the park’s stores and

tion, and loyalty program details when they greet and con-

restaurants. It also enables Disney to enhance the enter-

verse with a traveler. And GE has equipped technicians with

tainment experience by creating interactive elements, such

Google Glass to carry out hands-free jet engine inspections,

as Mickey or Goofy welcoming a child by name, or wishing

verbally instructing the device to check engine status, rec-

somebody a happy birthday. At the same time, MagicBand

ognize parts, and deliver data straight to the display, thus

feeds back tons of digital data to the park management team

alleviating the need to hold a mobile device.

to help them improve operations.

Amazon has a dedicated online store for wearable technol-

Smart glasses, watches, wristbands, and wearable cameras

ogy that displays hundreds of different products, along with

may be grabbing most of the headlines, but wearable technol-

blog articles, news, buying guides, and a video library. And

ogy goes way beyond these kinds of devices. Every day seems

advertising agencies are already experimenting with ways

to bring a new idea to the wearable world, like connected jew-

to deliver advertising and promotional messages directly to

elry, wearable SIM cards, a smart bike helmet, virtual reality

wearables, particularly in combination with location-based

headsets, smart clothing, and even sensor-embedded boxing

data (e.g., when you are standing near a certain aisle in the

gloves. British Airways has been testing a “Happiness Blanket”

grocery store).

for its business class passengers, which connects via Bluetooth

to a brain-scanning headset to measure whether a passenger
is feeling tense or relaxed. LEDs woven into the blanket change
color accordingly. If the blanket is glowing in blue, it indicates
that the passenger is peacefully enjoying the flight. If it is red, it
signals to the cabin attendants that something might be amiss,
or that the passenger is in need of refreshment.
Where do wearables fit into your company’s future? And
what about other potentially game-changing developments?
Which trends are currently driving your innovation strategy?

“The future is about ‘Wearables,
Drivables, Flyables, Scannables.’”66
Mary Meeker, Internet analyst

Looking through the Four Lenses

What will be the next big thing for your business?
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TO TAKE AWAY

Innovators can see the
future in the present.
(Their ability to imagine
what’s next comes from
their keen awareness
and understanding of
what is happening now.)

Is your company changing as fast as the world
is changing? (Business
success is increasingly
transient; it must be
rapidly and incessantly
renewed if it is to be
sustained.)

Trends and discontinuities are patterns of
change. (They may be
almost imperceptible at
first, but if you begin to
join the dots and scale
things up, you might be
able to sense a disruptive
development in the
making.)

Try to understand and
harness the forces
that could fundamentally transform your
industry. (Make sure you
are always learning about
what’s new and what’s
next. Don’t let internal
issues blind you to what
is happening in the
external environment.)

Innovators are wave

Think about how much
difference a decade will
make to your business.
(No company or industry
on earth can expect the
future to be a linear
extrapolation of the past.)

Innovation is a race for
tomorrow. (You need to
work hard to recognize
emerging opportunities,
then move fast to capture
the maximum share of
those opportunities.)

riders. (At the right time,
they attach their business
to the gathering momentum of the change curve,
thus multiplying their
chances for growth and
for industry disruption.)

What will be the next big
thing for your business?
(Is your company up there
riding the waves of
change, or is it lying on
the beach waiting for the
tsunami to strike?)
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